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Introduction

Modal meaning in Construction Grammar

Bert Cappelle and Ilse Depraetere

Within the framework of Construction Grammar, modality remains a rather underexplored linguistic domain. This observation led to the organization of a workshop on modal meaning in Construction Grammar at ISLE 3, the third conference of the International Society for the Linguistics of English, held in Zürich in 2014. While attempts to analyse modal (and/or future) auxiliaries from this theoretical perspective are relatively scarce, they are definitely not non-existent, and we could mention at least work by Bergs (2010), Boogaart (2009), Cappelle and Depraetere (2013), Cappelle and De Sutter (2010), Diedwald (2006), Diedwald and Smirnova (2011a, 2011b), Goldberg and Van der Auwera (2012), Hilpert (2008, 2013a, 2013b), Mortelmans (2000) and Wärnsby (2002). Boogaart and Fortuin (2016) provides a succinct general treatment of the subject and an overview of the literature. For the ISLE 3 workshop, we invited some of the authors who had analysed facets of modal meaning from the point of view of Construction Grammar, including those who were critical of its potential. We asked the speakers to look back and forward: five to ten years later, what was their view on the ways in which Construction Grammar could push the analysis of modal meaning further ahead? Likewise, we were interested to find out what Construction Grammar could gain from available analyses of modal meaning. The debate was enlightening and we decided to share the views put forward with the wider community. Each of the papers in this thematic issue addresses one or several of the following questions:

(a) Is Construction Grammar, with its holistic approach in terms of form-function pairings, suitable for the analysis of modal meaning in general and modal verbs in particular, which typically involve meaning in context? How can the pragmatics of modals be captured in this model? And if there is a way to do so, what can be gained from this endeavour, that is, how can the analysis of modals be improved?

(b) Do ‘modal constructions’ (constructions with modals) exist? If so, how can we identify them (and their development) empirically? And how can constructional meaning be represented or formalized?

(c) What does the analysis of modal meaning teach us about constructions? What can Construction Grammar gain from the analysis of modality?

This issue contains an opening paper by the editors, followed by three pairs of target and response papers by invited scholars. In the opening paper, Bert Cappelle and Ilse Depraetere attempt to integrate the second author’s recently proposed multi-layered model of modal meaning into Construction Grammar. They propose that Construction Grammar needs to make a distinction between semantic and pragmatic information, and that the study of modal meaning benefits from recognizing the impact which larger lexico-grammatical environments around the modal auxiliary can have on the interpretation of that modal. A central notion in this paper is that of short-circuited interpretation, that is, a conventionalized interpretation directly associated with an expression. The notion of short-circuited implicature was first used by Morgan (1977), but the authors extend it here to conventionalized semantic interpretations, that is, to the context-dependent selection of for instance an opportunity meaning over, say, a permission or ability meaning for can, and to conventionalized pragmatic interpretations other than implicatures. The authors base their analysis on various humorous instances of intentionally or non-intentionally misunderstood strings containing a modal, such as [NP can be so AdjP] or [Not if I can help it]. The language jokes, taken from The Simpsons, reveal that speakers know a wide variety of modal verb constructions with a conventionalized semantic interpretation and often also a conventionalized (in the sense of short-circuited) implicature or illocutionary force.
Anna Wärnsby takes epistemic may as a starting point for her discussion of Construction Grammar as a viable framework to study modal meaning. She argues that even a very brief sketch of the inheritance links among modal and other constructions shows that there is a “bewildering web of constructions”, the contribution of each of which to the modal interpretation is hard to pin down. Moreover, epistemic constructions that are schematic or frequent (e.g. modal verb + state) are not any more or less inherently epistemic than any of those that are less schematic or frequent (e.g. epistemic may + be + Adj) and from that perspective Construction Grammar does not offer a better insight into the category of epistemic meaning in itself. These observations result in the conclusion that Construction Grammar is at best an adequate descriptive tool, but does not, in itself, offer clear answers to thorny questions concerning the mono- and polysemy of modals, or cases of indeterminacy. Wärnsby also discusses examples in which elements of the context, left implicit in the utterance, determine whether the meaning expressed is epistemic or not. How can cases like these be handled and formalised in Construction Grammar? A first observation in Graeme Trousdale’s response to Wärnsby’s paper is that the detail required to capture the complex web of modal constructions falls out from the nature of modal meaning itself: the modals constitute a particularly messy category. In his view not all of the strings mentioned in the paper are different constructional types; he further observes that multiple inheritance indeed has an important role to play, also in a more general way and in other domains. He shows that Wärnsby’s analysis in terms of a decision tree may well be compatible with a constructionist approach to context and co-text and one based on semantic maps. While work has been done on how to formalize contextual properties, this is an ongoing challenge in research in Construction Grammar. The role of implicit information is linked to the general question of how schematic a construction can get and that of the relationship between world knowledge and linguistic form, which Trousdale argues is an issue for any model of language.

While Anna Wärnsby’s paper is basically concerned with the suitability of Construction Grammar for the analysis of the meaning of modals, Martin Hilpert explores how the framework can advance our knowledge of modal auxiliaries and their change over time. In an earlier study, Hilpert (2013b) created what is known as a semantic vector space of the nine core English modal auxiliaries (can, could, may, might, must, shall, should, will and would), using a technique based on quantitative distributional evidence about similarities or differences in the contexts of linguistic items. On the basis of diachronic data from the Corpus of Historical American English (COHA), he showed that the nine core modals differ with regard to their collocating material and that these differences can be interpreted in terms of associations to different dimensions of textual registers (Biber 1988). For example, the modal auxiliary shall has become ever more infrequent and is now primarily used in formal and informative text types, whereas would, once standing out among the other modals as highly epistemic and interpersonally ‘involved’, has gravitated towards the other modals in terms of its collocational profile. Hilpert also found that the modal auxiliary may has undergone a semantic shift towards more epistemic meanings. In this issue, Hilpert follows up on this result and identifies the contextual elements that are chiefly responsible for the diachronic semantic shift of may. Changing co-occurrence frequencies in the COHA over the past two centuries reveal that may has come to be used more often with verbs that are abstract, stative, and unrelated to animate subjects, such as depend, exist, involve, or indicate. Hilpert emphasises the merits of a usage-based, constructionist perspective on English modal expressions, which aims to capture speakers’ knowledge of a modal verb in terms of the associations this verb has with a large number of lexical items. The changes in co-occurrence patterns of a modal verb are then best understood as changes in a constructional network of connections. Bert Cappelle and Ilse Depraetere respond acceptingly of this usage-based, constructionist view proposed by Hilpert and propose to widen the scope of attention to associations between the modal verb and other linguistic elements than just the following lexical verb. Taking must as an example, they argue, on the basis of collocational strength data obtained from the British National Corpus, that speakers may have stored such sequences as I must confess, You must be joking, Care must be taken... or even It must be remembered that..., all of which are longer than two words.

Elizabeth Closs Traugott’s contribution is focussed on the representation and formalization of constructionalization, that is, the creation of form-meaning pairs in particular contexts. She shows how semantic maps, which capture cross-linguistic generalizations pertaining to overlap and connections among meanings, can be exploited within a Construction Grammar framework focussed
on form-meaning pairs in the grammar of a specific language. Semantic maps meet to a considerable extent the requirements of Construction Grammar: they can account for changes both at the schematic and the micro levels, overtly linking meaning (semantic, pragmatic and discourse functional) with form (syntactic, morphological, phonological), they show the connectivity of changes combined with proximity in terms of both form and meaning and they account for networks with other constructions in a conceptual space. However, semantic maps need to be reconceptualised so as to represent aspects of networks of hierarchic relationships too. Traugott argues that two types of semantic map should be distinguished, which represent form-meaning pairings at different levels of abstraction and that are integrated with one another: (a) schema-construction maps (SCM), which represent relationships between abstract, conceptual schemas linked to form, and (b) micro-construction maps (MCM), which represent relationships between specific constructions. She makes her case on the basis of the analysis of the development of the marginal modals BETTER, RATHER and SOONER. The diachronic and synchronic study of these forms leads Traugott to conclude that these modals do not form a unified schema, as BETTER, unlike the other two forms, is future oriented and is often used performatively. The semantic trajectory through time of each of the forms is first represented in terms of Van der Auwer and Plungian’s (1998) modal map and Narrog’s (2012) semantic space, both of which represent semantic connectivity and semantic proximity. She then unifies aspects of both models into MCMs and SCMs. Both these types of construction maps are generalizations made by linguists and Traugott devotes some space to the question of whether they also represent speakers’ knowledge of their language. She hypothesizes that they do, as “organizing factors in the constructicon”. In his response to Elizabeth Closs-Traugott’s paper, Alexander Bergs underlines the great potential of the model outlined, pleading for an even more enhanced attention to onomasiological relations in a constructional network. He also suggests that Traugott’s model of semantic maps should be applied to further case studies of constructions that belong to other conceptual domains and that may exhibit diachronic change along less gradual paths than modal constructions do. Finally, he invites the reader to take advantage of new publication channels which may enable us to abandon the constraining, two-dimensional static representations on paper and to visualize complex constructional networks in fresh ways, thus perhaps spawning new modes of thinking and new insights about current problems.
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